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Abstract— Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) is one of the tools that can be used to monitor 

palm oil plantation remotely. With the geospatial orthophotos, it is possible to identify which 

part of the plantation land is fertile for planted crops, means to grow perfectly. It is also 

possible furthermore to identify less fertile in terms of growth but not perfect, and also part of 

plantation field that is not growing at all. This information can be easily known quickly with 

the use of UAV photos. In this study, we utilized image processing algorithm to process the 

orthophotos for more accurate and faster analysis. The resulting orthophotos image were 

processed using Matlab including classification of fertile, infertile, and dead palm oil plants by 

using Gray Level Co-Occurrence Matrix (GLCM) method. The GLCM method was developed 

based on four direction parameters with specific degrees 0°, 45°, 90°, and 135°. From the 

results of research conducted with 30 image samples, it was found that the accuracy of the 

system can be reached by using the features extracted from the matrix as parameters Contras, 

Correlation, Energy, and Homogeneity.     

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Image processing today has a vast spectrum of applications in various fields of life including in the 

fields of biomedicine [1], astronomy, archeology, biometrics [2], daily life [3,4] image and document 

archives, industry and remote sensing using satellite imagery technology[5] . 

 Utilization of satellite imagery has been done mainly to identify changes in shape, extent or other 

conditions of a specific region. In this study, we utilized Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) to get 

geospatial orthophotos for monitoring oil palm plantations. The aim is to check the growth of oil palm 

plants from the beginning, in order to identify which part of the plantation land is fertile for planted 

crops which mean to grow perfectly, less fertile in terms of growth but not perfect, or not growing at 

all. This information can be known quickly by the using of UAV geospatial orthophotos. 

 In previous research conducted by Rizatus Shofiyanti (2011) [6], they utilized the image of UAV 

for indraja application for monitoring agricultural land. Muhammad Rendana et al. have established a 

system to detect palm oil nutrient stress, and Salim Malek (2014) examines the UAV image to detect 

palm oil rods [7,8]. 

 A UAV or an unmanned aircraft is an unmanned flight or a glyph which can be controlled by a 

remote control or even with autonomous self-control. Unmanned drone controls are two main variants, 

the first variation being controlled via remote control and a second variation is a plane that flies 

independently according to the program included before flying [9]. 
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 An orthophoto is a kind of photographic map, which is quite possible to perform measurements as 

if it were a standard map. It is part of the photogrammetry field and is generally performed by 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV). The resulting orthoimage can be synchronized with other maps 

containing other urban or technical elements such as agriculture or plantations, power grids, dams, etc. 

Example of orthophotos can be seen in Figure 1. 

 Geospatial or geo-space is a spatial aspect which indicates the location and position of an object or 

event that is under or on the surface of the earth expressed in a particular coordinate system. 

Geospatial data is data about geographic location, dimension or size, and / or characteristic of natural 

and / or man-made objects located below or on the surface of the earth [10]. 

 Image or photo interpretation is an action to examine a photographic image for the purpose of 

identifying the object and assessing the significance of the image or photograph. Image interpretation 

is a process of recognizing objects in the form of images (images) for use in certain disciplines such as 

geology, geography, and other disciplines. 

 

. 
Figure 1. Example of Orthophotos mapped by UAV 

 

 The purpose of this study was to develop an orthophotos image analysis for monitoring vegetation 

within this palm oil plantation. The aim is to automatically measure the area of palm oil plantation and 

classify it into three categorize : fertile, nonfertile and no grow area.   

 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Digital image processing is work to process and analyze a digital image that involves a lot of image 

data in the form of pixel representation. The stage of pre-processing is part of the preparation for 

digital image processing to be analyzed later on. Several methods can be done as part of the 

preparation of the image in accordance with the needs of the next process.  

 

2.1 Image Segmentation and Extraction 

Image segmentation is an important step in the pattern recognition process. Once the object is 

successfully segmented, then we can perform the image character extraction process. Characteristic 

extraction is a stage that aims to extract the characteristics of an object in which the trait is used to 

distinguish between one object to another object. 

 This characteristic extraction process relates to the quantization of image characteristics into a set 

of corresponding feature values. One technique for obtaining statistical features is to calculate the 

probability of an adjacency relationship between two pixels at a certain distance and angular 

orientation. This approach works by forming a co-occurrence matrix from the image data, followed by 

defining the feature as a function of the intermediate matrix. 

 

2.2 Gray Level Co-Occurrence Matrix (GLCM) 

GLCM is a matrix whose elements are the number of pixel pairs that have a certain degree of 

brightness, in which the pixel pair is separated by a distance d, and with an inclination angle θ [11]. In 

other words, the co-occurrence matrix is the probability of the appearance of gray level i and j of two 

separate pixels at distance d and angle θ. Orientation is formed in four angular directions with 45 ° 

angle intervals, i.e., 0 °, 45 °, 90 °, and 135 °. While the distance between pixels is usually set by 1 

pixel. These four directions can be represented in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Direction of Gray level Orientation 

 

Co-occurrence means a common occurrence, i.e., the number of occurrences of one level of pixel 

value adjacent to one level of another pixel value in the distance (d) and a certain angular orientation 

(θ). Distance is expressed in pixels and orientation expressed in degrees. 

 Haralick et al. proposed various types of textural characteristics that can be extracted from the co-

occurrence matrix, namely Angular Second Moment, Contrast, Correlation, Variance, Inverse 

Difference Moment, and Entropy (Haralick, K. Shanmugam, and I. Dinstein, 1973). 

 

 𝐴𝑆𝑀 = ∑ ∑ {𝑝(𝑖, 𝑗)}2
𝑗𝑖   ....................... (1) 

𝐶𝑂𝑁 =  ∑ 𝑘2[∑ ∑ 𝑝(𝑖, 𝑗)𝑗𝑖 ]𝑘   ............... (2) 

𝐶𝑂𝑅 =  
∑ ∑ (𝑖,𝑗) .𝑝(𝑖,𝑗)−𝜇𝑥𝜇𝑦 𝑗𝑖

𝜎𝑥𝜎𝑦
 .................. (3) 

𝑉𝐴𝑅 =  ∑ ∑ (𝑖 −  𝜇𝑥)(𝑗 − 𝜇𝑦)𝑝(𝑖, 𝑗)𝑗𝑖   (4) 

𝐼𝐷𝑀 =  ∑ ∑
1

1+(𝑖−𝑗)2  𝑝(𝑖, 𝑗)𝑗𝑖  ............... (5) 

𝐸𝑁𝑇2 = − ∑ ∑ 𝑝(𝑖, 𝑗) . 2log 𝑝(𝑖,𝑗) 𝑗𝑖  ...... (6) 

 

In the above equation, p (i, j) denotes the probability, which starts from zero to one, i.e., the element 

value in the co-occurrence matrix. While i and j, denote the adjacent pair of intensities, which in each 

co-occurrence matrix becomes the row number and column number. 

 

2.3 Classification 

At the classification stage, palm oil will be classified based on three (3) categorize fertile, infertile and 

non-growing categories using the distance method, i.e., the Euclidean method as a classification 

method. 

    ............... (7) 

 

Where Pi = Test image pattern and Qi = standard image pattern 

 

2.4 Research Method 

The research method is done with the following stages: 

a. Preparation of Orthophotos Imagery 

Image data retrieval is done by UAV / Drone type DJI 3 type Phantom (Figure 3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3. UAV type Drone DJI 3 Phantom and its remote control 
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b. Calculation of the Area  

The wide of specific area will automatically be determined when UAV / Drone is flown to retrieve 

image data from oil palm plantations [12].  

 

c. Image Segmentation and Feature Extraction 

Image segmentation and feature extraction were conducted to divide an image into objects into 

homogeneous regions based on the similarity between the gray level of a pixel to the gray level of its 

neighboring pixels. This step is included in the Feature Extraction process by entering scale level 

segmentation to determine what objects will be extracted. The image of the segmentation result is then 

extracted by the Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) method, for each class of the object / 

segment that has been formed from the segmentation. 

 

d. Classification 

Classification is done by first input sample data for palm oil image in fertile category 10 sample, less 

fertile 10 sample and not grow 10 sample as the training set. The threshold value was obtained from 

the training session and then used as a parameter to classified the unknown area.   

 

e. Data validation and testing 

From the sample tested, it will be calculated are based on four features: Energy, Correlation, Contrast, 

and Homogeneity. 
 

3. RESULTS 

The palm oil image data obtained from the drone type DJI phantom type is shown in Figure 4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Palm oil Plantation captured by Drone 

 

Table 1 shows the data of oil palm image used in this study. 

Table 1. Palm Oil Image dataset  
Palm Oil Sample Baseline Format  

Fertile 10 1 .jpg 

Less Fertile 10 1 .jpg 

Not Growing 10 1 .jpg 

 

Examples of palm oil image for fertile, less fertile and not growing are shown in Figures 5 (a),(b), and (c). 

 

 

 

(a)       (b) 

 

 

(c) 

Figure 5. Palm oil Area (a) Fertile, (b) Less Fertile and (c) Not Growing 
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After the image data was cropped, the image will be changed into a matrix form that collects the pixel 

color of the gray image data and the direction value of the degree of image grayscale with 4 

categories. 

 The results of testing for oil palm samples for fertile, infertile and non-growing areas can be seen in 

Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Result of GLCM feature parameters 

 

 

 
 

Of the three samples tested it can be seen that contrast for fertile samples is higher than the other two 

samples. As for the other three categories, the fertile sample has more of the same value than the two 

samples with less fertile and non-growing categories.  

 For more details, the difference can be seen in Figure 6 with direction 0o for four parameters 

Contrast, correlation, energy, and homogeneity. From Figure 6 it can be seen that the average value of 

the fertile area is higher than other categories.  
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Figure 6. Feature Parameter value of GLCM with direction 0o (a) Contrast (b)Correlation (c) Energy (d) 

Homogeneity 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
From the research that has been done, it can be concluded that the use of UAV for monitoring of oil palm can 

identify the fertile area, less fertile and not grow automatically. The application can be made using GLCM 

method. From the results of research conducted with 30 image samples, it was found that the accuracy of the 

system can be reached by using the features extracted from the matrix as parameters Contras, Correlation, 

Energy, and Homogeneity. 
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